
NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

To: HOUSING COMMITTEE 

From: DIRECTOR OF HOUSING 

Date: 01 MARCH 1999 Ref GW/MP/BMcG/l 

Subject: 

NEW HOUSING PARTSERSHIPS 
ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES 
1999-2002 
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2.1. 

Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to update the Housing Committee on the outcome of the Council's bid 
for New Housing Partnership resources which was submitted to the Scottish Office on 15th 
December 1999. 

Backaround 

The Council's bid totalled f5.535m for the period 1999 - 2002 and comprised four major projects 
detailed as follows:- 

2.11. Option Appraisal 

The bid sought €700,000 over the 3 year period to assist with an option appraisal exercise 
which would include the completion of a stock condition survey and valuation of the 
Council's stock. 

2.1.2. Ravenscraig 

This bid involved linking a possible transfer of around 1500 houses as part of the 
regeneration of the former Ravenscraig Steel Works in Motherwell. The bid also 
included an initial sum of f 1.905m to build new houses for rent. 

2.13. Cumbernauld Housing Partnership 

This bid sought €2.105m to further develop the Cumbernauld New Housing Partnership 
and included resources to build new housing for rent in Carbrain as well as a sum for the 
demolition of deck access maisonette block in Fleming Road, which would be replaced 
with new housing for rent. 

2.1.4. North Motherwell 

This bid sought f825,OOO for the funding shortfall which would enable the development 
of 102 houses commencing in 1999/2000. 
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Project 

I Option Appraisal 

2.2. The resource recruirements of each vroiect are summarised in the followina table. 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total 

280.000 I 300,000 1 120.000 700,000 

Regeneration 
within 
Ravenscraig 

- 
40,000 1,865,000 1,905,000 

I I North I 

Cumbernauld 
Housing 
Partners hip 10,000 2.095,000 2,105,000 

, .  

3 

3.1. 

3.2. 

4 

4.1. 

5 

5.1. 

Motherwell 

Total Bid 

Allocation of Resources 1999 - 2002 

600,000 225,000 825,000 

5,535,000 

A letter was received from the Scottish Office on 24 February 1999 advising that resources have 
been provisionally earmarked to enable the Council to undertake the project involving a stock 
condition survey and option appraisal and that the remaining proposals were unsuccessful. A copy 
of this letter is attached at Appendix 1. 

At present discussions are taking place with the Scottish Office to establish why only one project 
has been awarded funding and the outcome of these discussions will influence the steps which the 
Council will have to consider in order to progress the projects which have been unsuccessful. 

Conclusion 

Preparatory work in order to progress the option appraisal has already started and a detailed report 
will be presented to the Housing Committee as soon as possible outlining the steps required in 
order to progress the successful element of the bid. As will be noted from the Scottish Office letter 
of 24 February 1999 the Council will be required to liaise with Scottish Homes to c o n f m  the level 
of NHP funding following which action will be taken to invite expressions of interest for the 
feasibility study. 

0- 
. 

Recommendations 

Committee is asked to note:- 

(i) Note the content of this report and the outcome of the Council’s bid for New Housing 
Partnership resources.and the action proposed to progress implementation of the 
feasibility study. 
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6 Background Information 

6.1. Available from the Housing Department. 

Gavin Whitefield 
-- 0 Director of Housing 



Appendix 1 

Development Department Housing 1 
Victoria Quay 
Edinburgh EH6 6QQ 
DX 557002-ED20 

The Chief Executive 
North Lanarkshire Council 
DX 1702 
MOTHERWELL 2 

5591 Telephone 0 1 3 1 -244 

5596 
Fa 0131-244 

our ref: HIIw1/5 

24 February 1999 

Dear Chief Executive 

NEW HOUSING PARTNERSHIPS: ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES 1999-2002 

Ln response to the Department’s letter of 24 August, your Council submitted proposals for a 
s h e  of the E278 million to be allocated to wrt New Housing Partnerships in 1999-2002. 

Propods were received from 31 councils, requiring in excess of E584 million. These were 
assessed by an advisory group, which was chaired by The Scottish Office and included 
representatives from COSLA, Scottish Homes, the Scottish Federation of Housing 
Associations and the Chartered Institute of Housing. A copy of the advisory group’s report is 
enclosed for information. 

I am pleased to inform you that resources have been provisionally earmarked to enable your 
Council to undertake the following project:- 

- Stock Condition Survey and Option Appraisal 

Details of the amounts m a r k e d  and the conditions attached to release of the resources are 
contained in the attached h e x .  In addition to conditions attaching to individual projects, I 
should emphasise that in all cases where councils have been successful in respect of 
feasibility work connected with stock transfer, the hnal amount awarded will be subject to the 
procedures highlighted in paragraphs 24 and 25 of the advisory group’s report. Similarly, 
where funding is in respect of the development of new housing, councils will be asked to 
certify that the value for money appraisal process is no less rigorous than that used by 
Scottish Homes in connection with its development programme (paragraph 31(ii) of the 
report refers). 
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The resources will take the form of an additional capital allocation. Formal consent in terms 
of section 94 of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973 will be issued in due course. 

Copies of this letter have been sent to your Director of Housing, Director of Finance and the 
Scottish Homes Managing Director for your region. 

Yours faithfully 

W '0 JOHNBRESLIN 
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Projects costs 

ANNEX 

280,000 300,000 120,000 700,000 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL: NEW HOUSING PARTNERSHIPS 1999-2002 
RESOURCES PROVISIONALLY EARiMARKED 

General Conditions 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The Council should note that assistance with residual debt associated with partial stock 
transfers will be confined to debt servicing (residual debt is the total amount of debt 
associated with the stock being transferred - usually calculated on an average debt per 
house basis - less the receipt). Assistance with debt servicing costs (up to the level 
shown against the individual project) will be reviewed after 5 years, during which time 
the Council will be expected to determine the value and the future of its remaining stock 
and put forward proposals to minimise the requirement for debt assistance. A deduction 
will be made to the Council’s HRA proportionate to the size of the partial stock transfer 
to assist with the cost of debt servicing. 

The Council should note that NHP resources will not be available to fund the costs 
associated with owner occupied housing. This applies both to the repurchase of 
properties and grant schemes for owner occupiers. 0’ 
The Council is required to review its bid for option appraidfeasibility studieskosts 
associated with transfer, in the light of a h e w o r k  of allowable costs which will be 
issued shortly. Councils are required to liaise with Scottish Homes Initiatives Unit on 
appropriate levels of costs and resubmit their bids to the Department. 

Where NKP resources for new developments are not being channelled through Scottish 
Homes grant regimes, the Council will be reqd-b certify that the value for money 
appraisal is no less rigorous than that undertaken by Scottish Homes for its own 
development progranunes and that NHP resources are the minimum necessary to enable 
the project to proceed. The Council should note that COSLA and Scottish Homes are 
jointly preparing guidance on appraisal procedures. Councils will be required to certify 
that the appraisal requirements have been met and resources will not be released until 
such a statement has been received by the Department. 

Project: Stock Condition Survey and Option Appraisal 

Amounts provisionally earmarked: 
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1. 
the bids for resources for 1999-2002. 

This report sets out the recommendations of the M B  Advisory Group in relation to 

2. The Advisory Group was set up to assess the bids received from local authorities 
against the criteria for NHP funding and to make recommendations on their merits. The 
Group, which was chaired by the Department, included representatives of the Convention of 
Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA), Scottish Homes, the Scottish Federation of Housing 
Associations (SFHA) and the Chartered Institute of Housing (CIH). The Group recognised at 
an early stage that it would benefit fiom additional specidist expertise on the subject of 
housing transfer. The Chief Executive of Broomleigh Housing Association, the largest 
housing association created by transfer in England, was therefore invited to join the Group. 
A full list of Group members is attached at Annex A. 

3. Bids for NHP funding over the period 1999-2002 were requested by 15 December 
1998. 3 1 out of the 32 Scottish local authorities submitted bids (the exception being Angus 
Council). The bids received carried a requirement for funding of f584m (in addition, some 
authorities acknowledged that more might be required to deal with residual debt following 
transfer). They covered proposals for whole and partial housing transfers, option appraisals 
and feasibility work in connection with possible transfer, development of new social rented 
housing to meet local needs and housing regeneration. Many councils submitted more than 
one bid or a bid that was split into several components - for example, a bid for work to 
investigate transfer feasibility and for resources to undertake housing development or 
regeneration. 

' 0 

4. Following the receipt of the NHP bids, the Advisory Group met on 6 occasions. It 
met representatives of 5 councils in order to clarify aspects of their bids. Supplementary 
information was obtained from other councils by letter. 

Initial sift of bids 

5 .  
requirement over the 3 year period, as follows:- 

-0 From its initial sift of the bids, the Group noted that there was a rising financial 

6 .  The Group also noted the spread of demand for resources. Around 40% of the 
bidding requirement was associated with whole stock transfer. A further 40% was linked to 
partial transfers and housing regeneration in specific localities. The remaining 20% was for 
the development of new houses for social renting. 

NHP 1999-2002.REPORTZ 1 
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7. The Group recognised, even on its initial sift, that the majority of bids were of a high 
standard. This meant that there were difficult choices to be made between bids that were of 
slmilar quality but had different aims (e.g. as between housing transfer and development of 
new houses). The Group noted that the Department’s letter of invitation to submit bids 
(24 August 1998) had stated that priority would be given to funding well-founded proposals 
for transfer partnerships which promote community empowerment and bring in private 
finance. However, it was envisaged that some resources would be available for other 
partnership projects which involve either new development (where there is a need for more 
affordable homes which cannot otherwise be met), or housing regeneration, or a mixture of 
these. The Advisory Group has endeavoured to follow this indication of priorities in its 
recommendations as to funding. 

Timescales 

8. It was evident to the Advisory Group on its initial sift that many of the bids put 
forward were speculative or provisional both as to funding and as to timescale. This was 
particularly the case with bids which extended into Year2 (2000-2001) and Year3 
(2001-2002). The Advisory Group accepted that in many cases it is impossible to be precise 
at present. Councils may have over-estimated or under-estimated their funding requirements. 
The Advisory Group proceeded on the basis that the bid represented the maximum financial 
requirement and that any award should be on the basis that the bid would continue to be kept 
under close value for money scrutiny. The Advisory Group also noted that in many cases 
timescales were necessarily provisional. Experience suggests that bidding authorities tend to 
be optimistic about timescales, though it can occasionally be possible to complete projects 
more quickly than anticipated. 

e ”- 

9. The Advisory Group concluded that it would be necessary to manage the New 
Housing Partnerships programme over time. Some projects might be capable of being 
brought forward and others might have to be d e f e n d  Absolute precision at this point as to 
funding and timescales would not be feasible or sensible. The Advisory Group return to this 
point later in this report. 

Whole stock transfers 

10. In view of the priority to be given to transfer partnerships, in the light of the Scottish 
Office letter of 24 August, an early task for the Group was to assess the likelihood, in the 
light of the bids received, of councils transferring all their stock into community ownership 
within the 3 year period in question (i.e. by 3 1 March 2002). 

1 1. It is clear from the bids received that a substantial number of Scottish local authorities 
are considering transferring their stock, either as one of a number of options for the future or 
as their preferred option. Some councils put forward proposals for option appraisals, others 
for feasibility work in connection with stock transfers and others were in a position to put 
forward fairly fm proposals for transfer. 

12. On the basis of current information, the Advisory Group considers that it would be 
feasible, subject to the decisions of councils and, crucially, the support of the tenants in a 

h’I 999-2002.REPORT2 2 
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ballot, for a quarter of the Scottish council housing stock (some 150,000 houses) to be 
transferred into community ownership by March 2002. 

13. Seven authorities (Aberdeen, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, Dumfries and Galloway, 
Glasgow, Orkney, Scottish Borders and Shetland) are currently on a path which, depending 
on further decisions and ballots, could lead to transfers of all their stock into community 
ownership by March 2002. Two or three of these authorities might be able to complete 
transfers in 2000-2001, but most are likely to take place in the year 2001-2002. Other 
authorities, if they make faster progress than currently seems likely, could transfer their stock 
before March 2002, and certainly there are some authorities which, depending on further 
decisions, may be in a position to transfer their stock in 2002-2003 and subsequent years. 

14. In formdating recommendations as to the distribution of resources in response to the 
bids received, the Advisory Group had first to take a view on the resources which needed to 
be put on one side for the purpose of supporting transfer partnerships in which the entire 
housing stock of a local authority might be transferred into community ownership. Here two 
categories of cost have to be considered - the cost of dealing with housing debt and the costs 
necessary to prepare for transfer. ’ 0 
15. As regards debt, the Scottish Office letter of 24 August had referred to the availability 
of assistance, following transfer, with residual debt in cases where housing debt exceeds the 
capital receipt obtained by the local authority on transfer of its stock. In a subsequent letter to 
CouncillorMcAveety, the leader of Glasgow City Council, which was csulated to all 
councils, the Minister had confirmed that assistance with debt wodd be available where the 
transfer represented good value for money and was selected to proceed under the New 
Housing Partnerships Initiative. Detailed arrangements would need to be agreed in individual 
cases and be affordable, but the Minister indicated that, for councils whose housing debt 
exceeded their receipt, assistance would take the form of meeting the breakage costs 
associated with early repayment of debt and servicing the residual debt (i.e. the debt 
remaining once the receipt is used to repay part of the debt). 

16. In considering the financial implications of this, so far as the resources available under 
the New Housing Partnerships initiative were concerned the Advisory Group confirmed with .a the Minister that:- 

(a) where councils transferred their entire housing stock, it was reasonable for the 
Advisory Group to assume that the €€RA allocation currently received by the 
council would not be re-distributed to other councils but would be available to 
augment New Housing Partnership resources; 

(b) where the receipt on transfer exceeded the outstanding housing debt, the 
council concerned would be expected to use the surplus to meet the breakage 
costs associated with the early repayment of debt and there would be no call 
on New Housing Partnership resources until the entire surplus had been used. 

17. On this basis and subject to current information as to receipts etc, the Advisory Group 
estimates that the cost of dealing with the housing debt of the 7authorities listed in 
paragraph 13 would be around E125m in the year of transfer and around f46m pa thereafter. 

NHPi 999-2002.REPORT2 3 
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Both these figures are net of the authorities’ HRA provision. The Advisory Group wishes to 
emphasise that while these figures are the best they can currently produce, they may well 
need to be adjusted subsequently as further information is obtained and becomes available. 
Since the figure for the costs in the year of transfer is subject to fluctuation according to the 
point in the year at which the transfer takes place, a date for the transfer would need to be 
agreed in each case with the council concerned. 

18. The Advisory Group wishes to draw Ministers’ particular attention to the fact that 
there would be an ongoing requirement for around i46m pa (net of HRA provision) after the 
year of transfer. This would be required to cover (on the Advisory Group’s best estimate) the 
costs of servicing the residual debt of the authorities concerned until such time as the debt is 
repaid (which could take up to 40 years). The Government’s forward expenditure plans do 
not as yet extend beyond 2001-2002 but these debt servicing costs would need to have a fist 
call on such New Housing Partnership resources as may be provided beyond that date. 

19. Accordingly the Advisory Group considers that, out of the f278m available over the 
3 years to March 2002, E 125m should be set aside for assistance with debt in connection with 

assessment and he has agreed that E125m should be set aside for this purpose. 

*. 

whole stock transfers. The Advisory Group has previously informed the Minister of its e 
20. The Advisory GToup recommends that decisions about the distribution of the E125m 
should only be made once individual councils are in a position to commit themselves to firm 
proposals, after option appraisal and feasibility work. These proposals would then need to be 
rigorously examined to see, in particular, if they meet the criteria in the Scottish Ofice letter 
of 24 August (especially as regards community empowerment), if they represent value for 
money, if they are practical and manageable proposals and if they are affordable. Resources 
could then be speciiically committed to the authority, subject to the approval of tenants to the 
proposed transfer in a ballot 

Option appraisaldfeasibility worWpreparatory work in connection with stock transfers 

21. This was the next category of bids considered by the Advisory Group. In total 
24 councils submitted proposals for funding. In some cases councils bid for resources to 
examine the full range of options for the future of their stock, In other cases councils sought 
resources to study particular aspects of the feasibility of stock transfer. Many of the bids 
were provisional, depending on further council decisions. The bids put forward differed 
widely in terms of the total resources sought and the categories of cost for which funding was 
bid for. 

0 

22. 
responding to these bids. The Advisory Group identified two key issues for consideration:- 

The Advisory Group regards it as essential to have consistency of approach in 

(a) Establishing a h e w o r k  to identify costs eligible for NHP funding. 

(b) Agreeing the specific amounts to be made available to individual councils. 

23. In order to pursue these issues the Group sought information on the arrangements 
used by Scottish Homes to fund transfers of its own stock, albeit that these are on a 

NHPI 999-2002.REPORT2 4 
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considerably smaller scale than many of the transfers being proposed by local authorities. 
Scottish Homes has established categories of allowable types of costs at different stages of 
the transfer process - pre-transfer and at transfer. It has also set out benchmark levels of costs 
in relation to different sizes of transfer. 

24. Comparison of a selection of h'Hp bids against Scottish Homes benchmarks of 
allowable pre-transfer costs indicated to the Group that some bids incorporated requirements 
for funding which should not be met fiom NHP resources. Others showed that even where 
requirements would be allowable, the amounts sought appeared excessive or not sufficiently 
justified. The Group therefore recommends that:- 

- a framework of allowable categories of costs should be drawn up and made available 
to councils. At this stage the framework would cover only pre-transfer costs. (In 
practice pre-transfer costs are the immediate costs which would arise in Year 1 only); 

individual councils should be asked to liaise with the Scottish Homes Initiatives Unit 
to see if revisions to their bids for pre-transfer costs are required. COSLA should be 
invited to participate in these discussions. In doing this account would be taken of 
any resources already awarded under the 1998-99 NHP bidding round; 

:. 
- Councils should be required to resubmit their bids for pre-transfer costs in the light of 

these discussions. 

25. Further considedon will need to be given to costs at the point of transfer and to 
purchaser's setting up costs (required by a new organisation prior to transfer). As with 
pre-transfer costs, decisions will need to be taken on which of these later costs should be 
claimable for New Housing Partnership resources. It will be important to resolve this so that 
an agreed., consistent approach is in place in advance of such costs being incurred. 
Consideration should also be given to the recoverability of these later costs, in the event of a 
successful transfer. 

26. The Advisory Group recommends that a total of E26.7m be set aside for bids falling in 
the category of option appraisals/feasibility work/preparatory work in connection with stock 
transfers. These bids - as indicated in Annex B - should be subject to the process indicated 
in paragraph 24. The Advisory Group would expect that the full amount of f26.7m may not 
be required for this purpose once the necessary discussions and examinations have taken 
place. 

27. The Advisory Group is however also mindful that further costs may emerge, 
especially in Years 2 and 3, associated with transfers which may not take place until Years 4 
and 5 (i.e. 2002-2004). The Advisory Group recommends that any underspend fiom the 
f26.7m indicated above should be reserved for this purpose. In addition the Group 
recommends that a further f5.9m be added in Years 2 and 3 bringing the total available 
resources up to f32.6m. 

NHP1999-2002.REPORT2 
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Regeneration and development partnetships 

28. The Advisory Group’s assessment of the resources necessary to deal with debt arising 
from whole stock transfer and the resources required for option appraisals etc meant that 
f120.4m could be allocated to other bids (f278m less €125m less f32.6m). 

29. The Advisory Group noted that many good quality proposals for regeneration 
partnerships and development partnerships had been put forward. The Group also noted 
that:- 

0 Regeneration partnerships tended to include wide-ranging proposals for 
demolition and land clearance, land transfer, partial tenanted housing transfer and 
new build. in addition a number of bids contained requirements for assistance 
with residual debt following partial stock transfer. Although these partial transfers - 
had clearly been developed in response to local need, the Group noted that in 
some cases authorities were effectively seeking to transfer the worst of their stock 
while maintaining better stock elsewhere which might yield a significant receipt 

The Group noted that development partnerships tended to be cheaper than 
regeneration partnerships and develop more units for social rent. However some 
of these proposals were essentially isolated bids for HAG or GRO which should 
be pursued with Scotish Homes rather than under the New Housing Partnerships 
initiative. Other proposals were placed within a clear council-wide strategy and 
were able to demonstraoe that the development of new housing was an integral 
part of a coherent overall plan. The Advisory Group considered that there was a 
strong case for supporting bids which could demonstrate these additional 
dimensions. 

- e‘ 

The Group concluded that bids from 13 Councils covering both development and 
regeneration partnerships should be recommended for funding, as set in h e x  C. The Group 
endeavoured to produce a balanced selection of proposals taking into account the 
considerations set out above and the quality and the deliverability of bids. 

30. 
bids submitted by Glasgow City Council. The second order bid was linked to the creation of 
a new neighbourhood strategy for central Drumchapel, whilst the third priority order bid 
consisted of 22 separate projects which had been put forward by housing associations and 
co-operatives in Glasgow to complete local housing regeneration strategies. The Advisory 
Group considered that many of these bids were good ones in their own terms but they could 
not be considered in isolation fiom Glasgow’s consideration of the case for a whole stock 
transfer. The Group therefore recommends that no decision be taken on these other Glasgow 
bids until such time as the council has come to conclusions on the scope for a whole stock 
transfer in the light of the current feasibility work and, in particular has identified the core 
stock which is to be transferred and the non-core stock which is to be relinquished. The 
Group therefore recommends that the Glasgow City Council should be invited to resubmit 
fiom its second and third order priority bids once it has taken decisions (later in 1999) 
relating to its overall transfer strategy. Meanwhile the Group recommends that E12.5m be set 

The group wishes to draw particular attention to the second and third order priority 0 * 
: 

MIP 1999-2002.REPORT2 6 
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aside for potential use in response to these bids in the light of their re-submission in due 
course. 

31. IA reviewing individual bids for regeneration or development partnerships the 
Advisory Group identified a number of specific points which councils should address before 
resources are released. These can be conveyed directly to the local authorities concerned and 
do not require to be specified in this report. However, in addition a number of general points 
arose on which the Advisory Group makes recommendationsas follows:- 

(i) Partial stock transfers The Advisory Group recommends that assistance from 
New Housing Partnerships resources in dealing with the residual housing debt 
associated with partial stock transfers should be confined to debt servicing 
costs (calculated on the basis of the average debt per house) and should not 
extend to breakage costs or to the direct repayment of the debt. Further, the 
Advisory Group recommends that assistance with debt servicing costs should 
be reviewed after 5 years during which time councils should be expected to 
determine the value and the future of their remaining stock and put forward 
proposals to minimise debt assistance. The Advisory Group also recommends 
that in the case of partial stock transfers a proportionate reduction should be 
made in the council’s HRA allocation to assist with the costs of debt servicing. 

(ii) Appraisal of bids involving new build The Advisory Group recommends that 
new build elements in development and regeneration partnerships should be 
subject to appraisal procedures which are no less rigorous than those used by 
Scottish Homes in connection with its development programme. Scottish 
Homes and COSLA should jointly work up a statement of the necessary 
procedures which should then be conveyed to the relevant local authorities by 
the Scottish Office. Councils should be asked to certify that they are satisfied 
that they have met the appraisal requirements. Resources should not be 
released until such a certificate has been received. It is expected that these 
arrangements will be subject to audit. 

(iii) Owner occupied houses All costs associated with owner occupied housing in 
mixed tenure New Housing Partnership proposals should be met by councils 
themselves. This applies to the repurchase of owner occupied properties and 
to grant schemes for owner occupiers. 

(iv) Right to remain Where a council operates a right to remain policy for tenants 
who would otherwise transfer to a new landlord, this should not be at the 
expense of New Housing Partnership resources. Councils should establish 
with funders what impact the application of the right to remain policy has on 
the availability and terms of private sector funding. If the requirement for 
public sector funding rises as a result the costs should be borne by councils 
from within their HliA allocations as necessary and not by the resources made 
available for the New Housing Partnerships initiative. 

NHPI 999-2002.REPORl2 
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Monitoring and management 

32. The Advisory Group’s recommendations are based on a careful examination of the 
bids submitted and the information currently available to support these bids. The Group 
wishes however to emphasise that the programme is a very large one, involving very 
substantial sums of public money, and that both individual projects and the whole programme 
will require continuing scrutiny and close programme management. The Advisory Group 
recommends that a dedicated unit should be set up for that purpose and that it should report to 
a Steering Group (which, if Ministers wish, might be the current Advisory Group) which 
should monitor the programme and report to Ministers with recommendations as necessary. 

Recommendations 

33. 
report and to conditions which will be conveyed to individual councils) is at Annex D. 

A full list of the bids recommended for funding (subject to points made earlier in this 

Conclusion 

34. The Minister 
Housing Partnership 
recommendations. 

has accepted 
bids for the 

the Group’s recommendations for the funding of New 
period 1999-2002. He has also accepted their other 

Scoriish Office Development Department 
February 1999 
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- I of 2 part project) 
700.000 North Lanarkshire 

~ 563.000 
Renfrewshire 1 Feasibility Study for 7 Priority Areas plus Tenant Advice ~ 410.000 
Scottish Borders 

ShetJand 
South Ayrshire 
South Lanarkshire 
stirfin0 
Stifhg 
Sti- 

-..- iStodc Condition Survey and Option Appraisal 
IWnole stock transfer 

Borders Housing Pamrship - whole stock tramifer element of bid - costs subjed to ! discussion with Cound 
I Stock Transfer Feasibilii and Option Appraisal 
!Stock Transkr - feasibility work, initially for N Ayr PPA. 
!Strategic Housing Option Appraisal 
iAction plan 1 - Regenerating Stirting's Exduded Communities (part) 
!Adion plan 2 - Pressured RumI Communities (part) 
IACtion plan 3 - Investing in a Fiexibb Future for Housin~ - SMered Housing 

- .o-y _----- 

56,OOCj 

NHPS 1999-2002 
RESOURCES PROVISIONALLY EARMARKED FOR TRANSFER FEASIBILITY AND OPTlON AP PRAlS 

ANNEX B 
ALS 

- 
1 Option ~ppraisa~ 

WDunbartOnsire ITransfer Partnership Feasibilii Study 80.0 t ~ 

/TOTAL I ' 26,620,604 
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RESOURCES PROWSONALLY EARMARKED FOR DEVELOPMENT AND REGENERATION PARTNERSHiPS 

Frfgc 
Glasgow 

I C o u n c i I 1 Bid I Total 1 

Fife Housing Partnership - F& Housing Regeneration lnitrative 
Set aside for future parlnership projects ~ 12.500,000 

I 
Aberdeenshire tAberdeenshire Housing Development Partnership 
Dundee Crty‘ 
East Dunbartonshlre 
Edinburgh City 

IArdler Transfer and Regenerabon 
1 Hillhead Housing Partnership - transfer and regenerabon 
ICraigmillar Regenerabon and Stock Transfer (exduding residual debt) 

rand Regenerabon Proposal - Southhouse 

----__I__- I I of 2 part project) 
I Muirton Regeneration 

-_------ 
~. Perth & --- Kinross - - - 422,000 
Renfrewshrre- I Miller Street Regeneration , 2.014.500 
Scottish Borders# IBorden Housing Partnership - development element of bid i 2,392,000 
South Lanarkshire’ 1 New Build Development Partnership 3,250,000 
South Lanarkshire /Additional works m wnnection with 98/99 Partnership 1,208.500 
Stirling# 2.846.006 [Adion dan 1 - Regenerating Stirling’s Excluded Communities: (part of bd): 1 

/Edinburgh City !South Edinburgh Transfei 

** 0 ! 
‘Stirling IAdion dan 2 - Pressured Rural Communities (part of bid): 3,245.000 
West Lothian {Opening Doors for Older People 5,099,500 

I TOTAL I ’ 120,464,280 

‘Resmacar we adbtrensl to tbw earmarked U a result d VW, 199899 Wdmq rcwd 
#BB~ not met n full - redwad amcurd eannst ld  

NHP 7999-2002ANNEXC2.22 2 93 



46 NHPS 1999-2002: RESOURCES PROWSIONALLY EARMARKED ANNEX 3 
(resou;ces shown for individual projects exdude provision for set aside for residual debt on whole stock transfers - see 

end of table) 
I I Council Name of Bld 

Resources are additional to those earmar!& as a result of the 1998-99 bidding round 
# Full bid not met - reduced award only 
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NHPS 1999-2002: RESOURCES PROVISIONALLY EARMARKED AN& D 

(resources shown for individual projects exclude provision for set aside for residual debt on whole stock transfers - see 
end of table) 

Name of Bid 

Resources 
provisionally 
e a r n  rked Councll 

1 1999-2002 

Stirling iPressuEd Rural Communities - Option Appraisal. New Build and Forest Enterprise ~ 3.684.003 

Stirling# 
West Dunbartonshire Housing Development Partnenhip 
West Dunbartonshire T E  
West Lothian 
West Lothian 

'Acquisition 

investing in a Flexible Future for Housing - Sheitem Housing Option Appraisal - 56.000 
---._ -- - 

80,000 

5.099.500 

' 125,000.000 
, 5,900.000 

- - 
'Regeneration and New Build Housing Proposal 

Opening Doon for Older people 

Set aside for residual debt on whole stock transferr 
Set aside for feasibility/option appraisal work in years 2 and 3 

Total earmarked 

Resources are additional to those earmarked as a result of the 1998-99 bidding round 
P Full bid not met - reduced award only 

NHP!9S9-2aG2.REPOR? TABLE 2 




